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Auction Design Challenges for 
Offshore Wind
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Offshore Wind Leasing ChallengesOffshore Wind Leasing Challenges
•• OCS blocks are not alike OCS blocks are not alike 

–– Project revenues affected by proximity to markets and the qualitProject revenues affected by proximity to markets and the quality of y of 
the wind resourcethe wind resource

–– Project development costs are affected by bottom conditions, watProject development costs are affected by bottom conditions, water er 
depth, environmental stipulations, and access to onshore installdepth, environmental stipulations, and access to onshore installation ation 
and transmission infrastructureand transmission infrastructure

•• Bidders have different development strategiesBidders have different development strategies
–– The marketing strategy drives general project location and sizinThe marketing strategy drives general project location and sizingg

–– The developerThe developer’’s experience drives project site selection, s experience drives project site selection, 
configuration, technology, and buffer requirementsconfiguration, technology, and buffer requirements

•• Uncertainties affect valuationUncertainties affect valuation
–– Costs are volatile, technologies are emerging, and data incompleCosts are volatile, technologies are emerging, and data incompletete

–– COP EIS may further restrict the use of the leased areaCOP EIS may further restrict the use of the leased area

–– Projects are currently reliant on a mix of longProjects are currently reliant on a mix of long--term sales term sales 
agreements or other federal, state, or local supports agreements or other federal, state, or local supports 
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Wind Resource and Water DepthWind Resource and Water Depth

http://csc-s-web-p.csc.noaa.gov/MMC/#
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Wind Resource and Water DepthWind Resource and Water Depth

http://csc-s-web-p.csc.noaa.gov/MMC/#
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Wind Resource and Water DepthWind Resource and Water Depth

http://csc-s-web-p.csc.noaa.gov/MMC/#
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Access to Onshore TransmissionAccess to Onshore Transmission
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New Jersey New Jersey 
Competitive LandscapeCompetitive Landscape
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Maryland Maryland 
Competitive LandscapeCompetitive Landscape
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Rhode Island/MassachusettsRhode Island/Massachusetts
Competitive LandscapeCompetitive Landscape
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Resolving Overlapping InterestResolving Overlapping Interest

•• Allow bidders to form meaningful lease areas Allow bidders to form meaningful lease areas 
based on prices and business plans by allowing based on prices and business plans by allowing 
bidders to bidders to substitutesubstitute lots during the auctionlots during the auction

•• Minimize guesswork by letting prices increase Minimize guesswork by letting prices increase 
((““ascendascend””) during the auction in response to ) during the auction in response to 
demand from bidders (demand from bidders (““price discoveryprice discovery””))

•• Allow bidders to express their valuation of as Allow bidders to express their valuation of as 
many lot combinations they are interested in many lot combinations they are interested in 
leasing during the auctionleasing during the auction
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Criteria for Evaluating FormatsCriteria for Evaluating Formats
•• Fair ReturnFair Return: Per BOEM statutory requirement: Per BOEM statutory requirement

•• EfficiencyEfficiency: Awards commercial renewable energy leases : Awards commercial renewable energy leases 
on the OCS to those who value the areas the most on the OCS to those who value the areas the most 

•• SimplicitySimplicity: Manageable for BOEM to administer and : Manageable for BOEM to administer and 
bidders to understand and participatebidders to understand and participate

•• CompetitionCompetition: Fair process that encourages participation: Fair process that encourages participation

•• TransparencyTransparency:  Open process in which bids are :  Open process in which bids are 
comparable and itcomparable and it’’s clear why the winners wons clear why the winners won

•• NeutralityNeutrality: All companies are treated equally: All companies are treated equally

•• ConsistencyConsistency:  Applicable to the issuance of leases in a :  Applicable to the issuance of leases in a 
variety of renewable energy development contextsvariety of renewable energy development contexts
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Basic Auction ParametersBasic Auction Parameters
•• All auctions would be based on a cash All auctions would be based on a cash 

bonus bid variablebonus bid variable

–– Operating fee and rental rate schedules set Operating fee and rental rate schedules set 
prior to the auctionprior to the auction

–– StraightStraight--forward bid comparisonforward bid comparison

–– Properly incentivizes biddersProperly incentivizes bidders

•• Only technically and financially qualified Only technically and financially qualified 
bidders may participatebidders may participate
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Object of BiddingObject of Bidding
•• LotLot: An area offered for leasing that bidders may : An area offered for leasing that bidders may 

bid on during the auctionbid on during the auction

–– May consist of one or more OCS lease blocks (or a May consist of one or more OCS lease blocks (or a 
fraction thereof)fraction thereof)

–– May offer a lease sale area as a single lot or as a set May offer a lease sale area as a single lot or as a set 
of multiple lotsof multiple lots

•• PackagePackage: A group of one or more lots desired by : A group of one or more lots desired by 
a bidder a bidder 

–– Bidders submit bids for packages by submitting a Bidders submit bids for packages by submitting a 
single dollar value for all of the lots in the packagesingle dollar value for all of the lots in the package

–– Bidding on packages is allBidding on packages is all--oror--nothingnothing
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Formats Under ConsiderationFormats Under Consideration
Standard AuctionsStandard Auctions

•• SingleSingle--Lot: Ascending Clock AuctionLot: Ascending Clock Auction

•• MultipleMultiple--Lot:  Simultaneous Lot:  Simultaneous 
Ascending Clock Auction (SACA)Ascending Clock Auction (SACA)

•• MultipleMultiple--Lot: Package Clock AuctionLot: Package Clock Auction

MultipleMultiple--Factor AuctionsFactor Auctions

•• Layered onto Standard AuctionsLayered onto Standard Auctions

1st Factor

Nth Factor

…

% Off 
Final Cash

Bonus
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Single-Lot:
Ascending Clock Format
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Basic ConceptsBasic Concepts
•• All of the OCS lease blocks in a lease sale All of the OCS lease blocks in a lease sale 

area are offered as a single item, or area are offered as a single item, or ““lotlot””
•• Bidding occurs over multiple rounds Bidding occurs over multiple rounds 

((““ascendingascending””))
•• BOEM BOEM ““ticksticks”” up the auction price at the start up the auction price at the start 

of each round like a clockof each round like a clock
•• Bids signal whether a bidder is Bids signal whether a bidder is ““inin”” or or ““outout””

at the roundat the round’’s announced prices announced price
•• Once a bidder is out they cannot reOnce a bidder is out they cannot re--enter in enter in 

a later round (basic a later round (basic ““activity ruleactivity rule””))
•• Auction closes when no more than one Auction closes when no more than one 

bidder signals an interest in the lot at the bidder signals an interest in the lot at the 
announced price for the roundannounced price for the round
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Determining the WinnerDetermining the Winner

•• If only one bidder signaled interest during the If only one bidder signaled interest during the 
final round the lot is awarded to that bidder at final round the lot is awarded to that bidder at 
that roundthat round’’s prices price

•• If all bidders from the previous round drop out If all bidders from the previous round drop out 
from one round to the next a tiefrom one round to the next a tie--breaker is used breaker is used 
to determine the winnerto determine the winner
–– Bidders are required to submit an Bidders are required to submit an ““exit bidexit bid”” price in price in 

the round when they leave the auction the round when they leave the auction 
–– The exit bid price must fall between the previous and The exit bid price must fall between the previous and 

current roundcurrent round’’s pricess prices
–– The bidder with the highest exit bid winsThe bidder with the highest exit bid wins
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Price DeterminationPrice Determination

•• Opening price is the Opening price is the 
BOEM minimum bid priceBOEM minimum bid price

•• A percentage increase is A percentage increase is 
applied to the previous applied to the previous 
roundround’’s price s price 
corresponding to the corresponding to the 
level of demand and the level of demand and the 
pace of the auctionpace of the auction

•• Allows BOEM to control Allows BOEM to control 
the auctionthe auction’’s paces pace

Ausubel and Cramton (2011c), p. 39.

Illustrative Default Increment
Percentages for a Clock Auction
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Ascending Clock: ExampleAscending Clock: Example

**Bidders only see the announced price and demand at the start of each round
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Ascending Clock: ExampleAscending Clock: Example

**Bidders only see the announced price and demand at the start of each round
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Ascending Clock: ExampleAscending Clock: Example

**Bidders only see the announced price and demand at the start of each round
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Ascending Clock: ExampleAscending Clock: Example
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AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Simple in/out bidding procedureSimple in/out bidding procedure ensures ensures 
transparent process that is easy for BOEM transparent process that is easy for BOEM 
to conduct and bidders to participateto conduct and bidders to participate

•• Price discovery processPrice discovery process encourages encourages 
bidders to bid up to their valuation of the bidders to bid up to their valuation of the 
lot, prevents overlot, prevents over--bidding and surprise bidding and surprise 
outcomes, and discourages harmful outcomes, and discourages harmful 
bidding practicesbidding practices
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation

•• Check the piece of paper on the top of the Check the piece of paper on the top of the 
dayday’’s handout for your bidder ID and s handout for your bidder ID and 
auction budget for a single itemauction budget for a single item

•• As the auctioneer calls out each roundAs the auctioneer calls out each round’’s s 
announced price either:announced price either:
–– Keep your hand raised if the announced price Keep your hand raised if the announced price 

is less than or equal to your budget; oris less than or equal to your budget; or
–– Lower your hand if the announced price Lower your hand if the announced price 

exceeds your budgetexceeds your budget
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation

•• Auction SummaryAuction Summary
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Multiple-Lot:
Simultaneous Ascending 

Clock Auction (SACA) Format
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Basic ConceptsBasic Concepts
•• BOEM subdivides a larger lease area into a BOEM subdivides a larger lease area into a 

set of individual lots for sale, e.g., OCS set of individual lots for sale, e.g., OCS 
blocksblocks

•• Bidding on all of the lots occurs at the same Bidding on all of the lots occurs at the same 
time over multiple rounds (time over multiple rounds (““simultaneoussimultaneous””))

•• Bidders indicate a Bidders indicate a ““yesyes”” for each lot in the for each lot in the 
set of set of contiguouscontiguous lots they are interested in lots they are interested in 
at the roundat the round’’s price for each lots price for each lot

•• If the number of bidders interested in If the number of bidders interested in anyany lot lot 
is more than one another round occurs; is more than one another round occurs; 
otherwise the auction closesotherwise the auction closes

•• BOEM ticks up the price for each lot at the BOEM ticks up the price for each lot at the 
outset of each roundoutset of each round
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NJ Lot Definition ExampleNJ Lot Definition Example
•• Lots defined by BOEM prior to an Lots defined by BOEM prior to an 

auction in a manner that allows auction in a manner that allows 
bidders to bid on the set of lots bidders to bid on the set of lots 
most aligned with their business most aligned with their business 
objectives in each round objectives in each round 

•• Several ways BOEM can offer a Several ways BOEM can offer a 
lease sale arealease sale area

–– By Aliquot (1/16By Aliquot (1/16thth Block): Block): 996996 lotslots

–– By Block: By Block: 7777 lotslots

–– By Whole/Partial Pairings: By Whole/Partial Pairings: 4444 lotslots

–– By larger lots each capable of By larger lots each capable of 
supporting a standard wind project supporting a standard wind project 
(not shown)(not shown)

•• Examples assume whole OCS Examples assume whole OCS 
blocksblocks

Ausubel and Cramton (2011c), p. 49.
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““Information PolicyInformation Policy””

•• What information do What information do 
bidders receive before bidders receive before 
the start of each round?the start of each round?
–– The price for each lot set The price for each lot set 

by BOEMby BOEM
–– The number of bidders The number of bidders 

interested in each lot from interested in each lot from 
the previous round the previous round 
((““demanddemand””))

•• Bidding is rendered Bidding is rendered 
anonymous to minimize anonymous to minimize 
adverse bidding behavioradverse bidding behavior
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Price DeterminationPrice Determination
•• How are prices for each lot How are prices for each lot 

determined at the outset of a round?determined at the outset of a round?
–– If no more than one bidder is interested If no more than one bidder is interested 

the price remains the samethe price remains the same

–– Otherwise, a percentage increase is Otherwise, a percentage increase is 
applied corresponding to the level of applied corresponding to the level of 
demand and the pace of the auctiondemand and the pace of the auction

–– Bidders are able to adjust the set of lots Bidders are able to adjust the set of lots 
they are bidding on to achieve the they are bidding on to achieve the 
greatest difference between their own greatest difference between their own 
valuation and the going pricesvaluation and the going prices

•• BOEM controls the auctionBOEM controls the auction’’s paces pace

•• The example below increments prices The example below increments prices 
based on fixed dollar amounts to based on fixed dollar amounts to 
make it easier to follow make it easier to follow 

Ausubel and Cramton (2011c), p. 39.

Illustrative Default Increment
Percentages for a Clock Auction
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Activity RulesActivity Rules
•• Activity in the auction is measured in points that are Activity in the auction is measured in points that are 

assigned to each lot prior to the auctionassigned to each lot prior to the auction
–– The examples will use the simplest case where each lot The examples will use the simplest case where each lot 

corresponds to a single OCS block that is worth 1 pointcorresponds to a single OCS block that is worth 1 point

–– A A ““bid eligibility rulebid eligibility rule”” would determine the maximum would determine the maximum 
number of lots (points) that a bidder is eligible to bid on in number of lots (points) that a bidder is eligible to bid on in 
any round of the auction, based on their bid deposit amount any round of the auction, based on their bid deposit amount 
and lot reserve pricesand lot reserve prices

•• Bidders may reduce, but not increase, the number of Bidders may reduce, but not increase, the number of 
lots they bid on from one round to the nextlots they bid on from one round to the next
–– A bidderA bidder’’s eligibility can only go down during the auction!s eligibility can only go down during the auction!

–– Example: If a bidder was eligible to bid on 8 lots going into Example: If a bidder was eligible to bid on 8 lots going into 
a round but only bid on 6 lots, that bidder will only be a round but only bid on 6 lots, that bidder will only be 
eligible to bid on up to 6 lots in all subsequent roundseligible to bid on up to 6 lots in all subsequent rounds
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Other Activity RulesOther Activity Rules

•• Maximum eligibility requirements may be Maximum eligibility requirements may be 
imposed to address competitive concernsimposed to address competitive concerns

•• Minimum lease size constraints may be used to Minimum lease size constraints may be used to 
ensure award of lease tracts of sufficient scaleensure award of lease tracts of sufficient scale

•• Bidders seeking more than one contiguous lease Bidders seeking more than one contiguous lease 
area must register for the auction as two area must register for the auction as two 
separate bidding entities, each requiring a separate bidding entities, each requiring a 
separate legal, technical, and financial separate legal, technical, and financial 
qualification and other possible restrictionsqualification and other possible restrictions
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Exiting the AuctionExiting the Auction

•• A bidder exits the auction in the round where A bidder exits the auction in the round where 
they either fail to bid on any lot or submit an they either fail to bid on any lot or submit an 
exit bid for a package of lotsexit bid for a package of lots

•• Exit bids are only considered in a round in which Exit bids are only considered in a round in which 
the auction would normally end absent the exit the auction would normally end absent the exit 
bids submittedbids submitted

•• An exit bid is rejected if any lot in the package An exit bid is rejected if any lot in the package 
overlaps withoverlaps with……
–– One or more lots receiving a bid at the announced One or more lots receiving a bid at the announced 

price for the round; orprice for the round; or
–– Another exit bid package of greater value (that also Another exit bid package of greater value (that also 

satisfies the prior condition)satisfies the prior condition)
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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Addressing UndersellAddressing Undersell
•• Unsold lots are a potential concern since Unsold lots are a potential concern since 

highhigh--value areas may go unclaimedvalue areas may go unclaimed
–– Worst case occurs when all bidders drop Worst case occurs when all bidders drop 

out of the auction at the same time and out of the auction at the same time and 
do not submit exit bidsdo not submit exit bids

–– The example showed a case where a large The example showed a case where a large 
bidder withdraws leaving the area to two smaller biddersbidder withdraws leaving the area to two smaller bidders

•• Two ways to address undersell were identified Two ways to address undersell were identified 
–– Option 1 addresses the possibility of extreme undersell by evaluOption 1 addresses the possibility of extreme undersell by evaluating ating 

all of the bid configurations submitted during the auction to all of the bid configurations submitted during the auction to 
maximize seller revenue, subject to the condition that the prevamaximize seller revenue, subject to the condition that the prevailing iling 
bids in the final round are included in the winning set of lotsbids in the final round are included in the winning set of lots

–– The second option is the Package Auction (next section) and The second option is the Package Auction (next section) and 
provides for a more robust approach to mitigating undersell  provides for a more robust approach to mitigating undersell  
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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SACA ExampleSACA Example
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StrengthsStrengths
•• Simple bidding procedureSimple bidding procedure where bidders indicate where bidders indicate 

their interest in each lot with a simple yes/no their interest in each lot with a simple yes/no 
response at the prices announced by BOEM in response at the prices announced by BOEM in 
each round limits exposure and allows for full each round limits exposure and allows for full 
substitution of lots during the auctionsubstitution of lots during the auction

•• Price discovery processPrice discovery process encourages bidders to encourages bidders to 
bid up to their valuation for a given package, bid up to their valuation for a given package, 
prevents surprise outcomes, and discourages prevents surprise outcomes, and discourages 
harmful bidding practicesharmful bidding practices

•• Transparent formatTransparent format is straightis straight--forward to forward to 
implement without deferring to complex, implement without deferring to complex, 
mathematical solutions to determine who won mathematical solutions to determine who won 
and at what priceand at what price
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WeaknessesWeaknesses

•• Bidding strategiesBidding strategies could leave bidders with could leave bidders with 
a set of blocks, or a set of blocks, or ““packagepackage””, that is less , that is less 
valuable to them than if they had been valuable to them than if they had been 
able to express their interest in a range of able to express their interest in a range of 
packagespackages

•• Potential undersellPotential undersell could lead to some could lead to some 
highhigh--value lots remaining unclaimed at the value lots remaining unclaimed at the 
end of the auctionend of the auction
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Multiple-Lot:
Package Clock Auction Format
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Basic ConceptsBasic Concepts
•• Starts with a SACA phase just like before (no exit bids)Starts with a SACA phase just like before (no exit bids)

•• Once the SACA phase closes bidders are allowed to Once the SACA phase closes bidders are allowed to 
submit additional package bids during a supplemental, submit additional package bids during a supplemental, 
sealedsealed--bid roundbid round

•• Bid values for the additional packages are constrained Bid values for the additional packages are constrained 
based on how each bidder bid during the SACA phasebased on how each bidder bid during the SACA phase

•• The supplemental package bids are pooled with the The supplemental package bids are pooled with the 
bids from the SACA phase which are also treated as bids from the SACA phase which are also treated as 
package bids in determining winnerspackage bids in determining winners

•• The winning set of packages are those which result in The winning set of packages are those which result in 
the greatest auction revenues at the prices bidthe greatest auction revenues at the prices bid

•• The prices paid are calculated on a The prices paid are calculated on a ““secondsecond--priceprice””
basis to encourage bidders to bid their full value for basis to encourage bidders to bid their full value for 
each packageeach package
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Supplemental Bid RulesSupplemental Bid Rules
•• All bidders may submit supplemental bids regardless of All bidders may submit supplemental bids regardless of 

the round when they stopped bidding in the SACA phasethe round when they stopped bidding in the SACA phase

•• Bidders who bid in the final clock round can increase Bidders who bid in the final clock round can increase 
their final bid by as much as they wanttheir final bid by as much as they want
–– The maximum bid for packages of equal or lower size (activity The maximum bid for packages of equal or lower size (activity 

points) is adjusted relative to this final bid amount based on lpoints) is adjusted relative to this final bid amount based on lot ot 
prices in the final roundprices in the final round

•• Bidders are also allowed to bid on packages of greater Bidders are also allowed to bid on packages of greater 
size (activity points) than the biddersize (activity points) than the bidder’’s eligibility in the s eligibility in the 
final clock roundfinal clock round
–– The maximum bid for such packages is limited to the value of The maximum bid for such packages is limited to the value of 

the package in the last round where the bidder was eligible to the package in the last round where the bidder was eligible to 
bid for a package of that size (activity points)bid for a package of that size (activity points)

•• Referred to as a Referred to as a ““revealed preferencerevealed preference”” activity ruleactivity rule
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Second PricingSecond Pricing
•• The winner in an auction for a single lot using a sealedThe winner in an auction for a single lot using a sealed--bid bid 

approach would only pay an amount equal to the secondapproach would only pay an amount equal to the second--
highest bidhighest bid
–– If three bids of $10, $20, and $30 are received then the price pIf three bids of $10, $20, and $30 are received then the price paid aid 

by the highby the high--bidder is $20bidder is $20

–– Approximates a competitive market clearing price since a bid of Approximates a competitive market clearing price since a bid of 
$20.01 would still have won the auction$20.01 would still have won the auction

–– Prevents bidders from holding back, or Prevents bidders from holding back, or ““bid shadingbid shading””, to avoid , to avoid 
overpaying for a package of lotsoverpaying for a package of lots

•• The concept is similar for a multipleThe concept is similar for a multiple--lot auctionlot auction
–– The smallest price that the winner can pay such that no other The smallest price that the winner can pay such that no other 

combination of bidders would have a higher value from their bidscombination of bidders would have a higher value from their bids

–– Requires a complex, mathematical solver to generate Requires a complex, mathematical solver to generate 
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Package Clock ExamplePackage Clock Example
Starts with a simultaneous ascending clock auctionStarts with a simultaneous ascending clock auction

(without exit bids)(without exit bids)
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Package Clock ExamplePackage Clock Example
Bidders bid to their budget on each package Bidders bid to their budget on each package 
in the supplemental roundin the supplemental round
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Package Clock ExamplePackage Clock Example
Example where Bidder A does not submit supplemental bidsExample where Bidder A does not submit supplemental bids
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Package Clock ExamplePackage Clock Example
Determining maximum supplemental bid amounts for Bidder CDetermining maximum supplemental bid amounts for Bidder C

Package of Equal Size
• Constrained by SACA FRB and Round 3 Prices
• Step 1: Add the supp. bid value of Plan C2 
• Step 2: Add the value of Plan C1 in Rnd. 3
• Step 3: Subtract the value of Plan C2 in Rnd. 3

Calc: C2:Supp  + (C1:R3 – C2:R3)
$32     +  (  $35   - $31 )     =  $36

Package of Equal Size
• Same as above

Calc: C2:Supp + (C3:R3 – C2:R3)
$32      + ( $37   - $31 )  =  $38

SACA Final Round Bid (FRB)
• Unlimited bid increase allowed on this package
• Bid increased by $1 to budget of $32
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Package Clock ExamplePackage Clock Example

Larger Package than Final Round Bid
• Package valued at prices in the last round in 

which A was eligible to bid on up to 8 lots
• $91 at Round 3 prices

Larger Package than Final Round Bid
• Same as above
• $92 at Round 3 prices

Determining maximum supplemental bid amounts for Bidder ADetermining maximum supplemental bid amounts for Bidder A
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StrengthsStrengths

•• At least as efficient as the SACA formatAt least as efficient as the SACA format

•• Helps mitigate undersellHelps mitigate undersell by making it easy for by making it easy for 
bidders to submit a final offer on all of the lease bidders to submit a final offer on all of the lease 
options consistent with their business plansoptions consistent with their business plans

•• Price discovery processPrice discovery process during the SACA phase during the SACA phase 
enables bidders to bid up to their valuation for enables bidders to bid up to their valuation for 
each of the lots and to submit informed final each of the lots and to submit informed final 
package bids during the supplemental roundpackage bids during the supplemental round

•• SecondSecond--priceprice method encourages bidders to bid method encourages bidders to bid 
up to their valuation for each of the packages up to their valuation for each of the packages 
they submitthey submit
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WeaknessesWeaknesses

•• Reliance on complex solution algorithms Reliance on complex solution algorithms 
may make the results seem less may make the results seem less 
transparent to bidders requiring further transparent to bidders requiring further 
analysis and explanationanalysis and explanation

•• Bidders may perceive additional activity Bidders may perceive additional activity 
rules as too complicatedrules as too complicated
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Audience ParticipationAudience Participation
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Multiple Factor Auction (MFA) 
Format Design

1st Factor

Nth Factor

…

% Off 
Final Cash

Bonus
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Basic ConceptsBasic Concepts
•• Opening phase of the auction allows bidders to Opening phase of the auction allows bidders to 

submit their responses to a limited number of submit their responses to a limited number of 
““Yes/NoYes/No”” evaluation factors that are evaluated by a evaluation factors that are evaluated by a 
review panelreview panel

•• Each factor is worth a set percentage discount where Each factor is worth a set percentage discount where 
the bidderthe bidder’’s total percentage discount is the sum over s total percentage discount is the sum over 
all the factorsall the factors

•• Each bidder is informed by BOEM of their discount at Each bidder is informed by BOEM of their discount at 
the conclusion of the opening phasethe conclusion of the opening phase

•• The second phase of the auction is conducted on a The second phase of the auction is conducted on a 
cash bonus basis using one of the standard auction cash bonus basis using one of the standard auction 
formats formats 

•• Bidders deduct the percentage discount from their Bidders deduct the percentage discount from their 
final cash bonus in the standard auctionfinal cash bonus in the standard auction

1st Factor

Nth Factor

…

% Off 
Final Cash

Bonus
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Limited # of Yes/No FactorsLimited # of Yes/No Factors
•• Helps ensure a fair and transparent process and eases Helps ensure a fair and transparent process and eases 

the task of implementing the auctionthe task of implementing the auction

•• Supplements the technical and financial capability factors Supplements the technical and financial capability factors 
evaluated by BOEM through its bidder qualification evaluated by BOEM through its bidder qualification 
processprocess

•• Preference for clear, Preference for clear, objectiveobjective factors that indicate a factors that indicate a 
bidder has a higher probability of success in developing bidder has a higher probability of success in developing 
an offshore wind project on the OCSan offshore wind project on the OCS
–– Durable financial commitmentsDurable financial commitments

–– Developments on a limited lease in the WEADevelopments on a limited lease in the WEA

–– Successful participation in a competitive request for proposal Successful participation in a competitive request for proposal 
process for offshore wind in an adjacent stateprocess for offshore wind in an adjacent state

–– Completion of scientific investigations within the WEA prior to Completion of scientific investigations within the WEA prior to 
the announcement of the lease salethe announcement of the lease sale
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Yes/No Factor ExamplesYes/No Factor Examples
•• Do you currently hold a firm financial Do you currently hold a firm financial 

commitment for the sale of at least 100 MW of commitment for the sale of at least 100 MW of 
power from a proposed offshore wind power from a proposed offshore wind 
development in the lease sale area in the form development in the lease sale area in the form 
of either:of either:
–– A firm purchase power agreement (PPA) that has A firm purchase power agreement (PPA) that has 

been approved by the state utility commission or its been approved by the state utility commission or its 
equivalent; OR equivalent; OR 

–– An ocean renewable energy credit approved by the An ocean renewable energy credit approved by the 
appropriate state agency?appropriate state agency?

•• Have you completed installation of a Have you completed installation of a 
meteorological measurement tower on a BOEM meteorological measurement tower on a BOEM 
limited lease located within the lease sale area?limited lease located within the lease sale area?
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Limited Discount %Limited Discount %
•• BOEM is not likely to offer a total discount of BOEM is not likely to offer a total discount of 

more than 25 percent on the basis of nonmore than 25 percent on the basis of non--
monetary factorsmonetary factors

•• Technical and financial qualifications already Technical and financial qualifications already 
screen out nonscreen out non--viable biddersviable bidders

•• Even modest discounts are likely to have a Even modest discounts are likely to have a 
significant impact on auction resultssignificant impact on auction results
–– Excessive discounts can lead to reduced participation Excessive discounts can lead to reduced participation 

from bidders who cannot achieve a sufficient discountfrom bidders who cannot achieve a sufficient discount

–– Bidders may feel compelled to invest in efforts to Bidders may feel compelled to invest in efforts to 
qualify for a greater discount qualify for a greater discount 

–– Factors such as holding a PPA or OREC may lower Factors such as holding a PPA or OREC may lower 
their cost of capital or subsequent development coststheir cost of capital or subsequent development costs
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Limited Use of MFALimited Use of MFA
•• The auction formats described in this notice are considered The auction formats described in this notice are considered 

sufficient to meet the agencysufficient to meet the agency’’s needs in a wide variety of s needs in a wide variety of 
contextscontexts

•• MultipleMultiple--factor auctions (MFA) are only being contemplated factor auctions (MFA) are only being contemplated 
for use in a narrow range of circumstancesfor use in a narrow range of circumstances
– [D]uring the time that [BOEM] has been promulgating this rule, 

the States of Delaware, New Jersey, and Rhode Island have 
conducted competitive processes and have selected companies 
to develop wind resources on the OCS.  We believe that the pre-
existing State processes are relevant to the competitive 
processes that [BOEM] is required to conduct following approval 
of this rule.  We intend to do so by using a competitive process
that considers, among other things, whether a prospective 
lessee has a power purchase agreement or is the certified 
winner of a competitive process conducted by an adjacent State.
74 Fed. Reg. 19,663 (Apr. 29, 2009).
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Simple ExampleSimple Example

Bidder XBidder X Bidder YBidder Y

Factor 1 (15%)Factor 1 (15%) Yes [15%]Yes [15%] No [0%]No [0%]

Factor 2 (5%)Factor 2 (5%) Yes [5%]Yes [5%] Yes [5%]Yes [5%]

Factor 3 (5%)Factor 3 (5%) No [0%]No [0%] Yes [5%]Yes [5%]

Total DiscountTotal Discount 20%20% 10%10%
Cash Bonus in AuctionCash Bonus in Auction $420,000$420,000

(Less) Discount(Less) Discount ($84,000)($84,000) ($42,000)($42,000)
Cash Outlay by BidderCash Outlay by Bidder $336,000$336,000 $378,000$378,000
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MFA Example #1MFA Example #1
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MFA Example #1MFA Example #1
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MFA Example #1MFA Example #1
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MFA Example #2MFA Example #2
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MFA Example #2MFA Example #2
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Comparison to RFP FormatComparison to RFP Format
•• Avoids issues with using a sealedAvoids issues with using a sealed--bid approach to bid approach to 

determining the winnerdetermining the winner
–– Allows overlapping interests to be resolved without resorting toAllows overlapping interests to be resolved without resorting to

arbitrary allocations or winnerarbitrary allocations or winner--takestakes--all approachall approach

–– Consistent approach compatible with any of the proposed Consistent approach compatible with any of the proposed 
standard auction formatsstandard auction formats

•• Minimizes controversy about the factors and the weights Minimizes controversy about the factors and the weights 
assigned to themassigned to them
–– Clear to bidders about what level of discount they can expect toClear to bidders about what level of discount they can expect to

receive visreceive vis--àà--vis other biddersvis other bidders

•• Improves transparency by relying on objective Improves transparency by relying on objective 
evaluation factors evaluation factors 
–– Incorporates adjacentIncorporates adjacent--state processes in an impartial mannerstate processes in an impartial manner

–– Minimizes the incentive for bidders to expend capital prior to tMinimizes the incentive for bidders to expend capital prior to the he 
auctionauction
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•• BOEM Contacts:BOEM Contacts:
–– Greg Adams, Office of Strategic Resources, Economics Division Greg Adams, Office of Strategic Resources, Economics Division 

703703--787787--1537; 1537; greg.adams@boem.govgreg.adams@boem.gov

–– Wright Frank, Office of Renewable Energy ProgramsWright Frank, Office of Renewable Energy Programs
703703--787787--1325; 1325; wright.frank@boem.govwright.frank@boem.gov

•• Workshop MaterialsWorkshop Materials
–– http://www.boem.gov/Renewablehttp://www.boem.gov/Renewable--EnergyEnergy--

Program/RegulatoryProgram/Regulatory--Information/RenewableInformation/Renewable--
EnergyEnergy--AuctionAuction--Formats.aspxFormats.aspx


